Directions to UF Health IT Training Room C3-012

If you come through the back of the Health Science Center (North Entrances):

- From the North side, enter the Communicore Building on the ground floor.
- Take the elevators to the third floor.
- Exit to the right and follow the hallway as it bends to the left then right.
- Room C3-012 is on the left near the end of the hallway.

If you come through the Sun Terrace (South Entrance):

- From the South side, enter the Communicore Building on the first floor between Starbuck’s & Panda Express.
- Take the elevators outside of the HSC Library entrance to the third floor.
- Exit to the right and follow the hallway as it bends to the left then right.
- Room C3-012 is on the left near the end of the hallway.